Abstract
Introduction
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), developed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) , is a population based swarm intelligence algorithm inspired by aspects of nature like birds flocking and fish schooling (Riccardo Poli, James Kennedy & Tim Blackwell, 2007) . Two key components of the algorithm are velocity and position; the updating factors to enable particles to migrate in n-dimensional problem space. The optimal solution is thereby obtained through a set of parameters such as inertia weight, acceleration factors, constriction co-efficient and random numbers. Also, [-vmax, +vmax] plays a vital parameter which limits the divergence and convergence of the particles to fly in the regions. The algorithm itself infers that if minimum velocity (-vmax) value is too small; the particle may not explore sufficiently, and, if the maximum velocity (+vmax) value is too large; it may deviate from the solution space which leads to infeasible results. Thereby, when the movement of swarm fails in the search space, it directs the particles to be trapped in the local optimum. Therefore, to avoid the misleading search behavior of the algorithm, a novel idea is proposed by introducing the characteristics of cellular organism which leads to improving the quality of the solution.
All living beings are composed of cell, which is the basic unit of life. It helps to carry out different processes of life. The unicellular organism performs vital functions in the body, whereas, the multicellular organism type of cells are grouped together to carry out specific activities like tissue formation (Howard Stebbings, 2001) . Fibroblast is an ubiquitous stromal cell, found in animals and mammals connective tissue which is capable of movement from one place to another. The protrusion activity of a cell is unconfined from tissue, where it migrates randomly over their substrate so called collagen in the region. The energy for driving fibroblasts is derived directly from the proton gradient found in the extracellular matrix. The cell then moves forward as a result of traction within the cytoplasm, and the cycling process is terminated by release and retraction of the tail of the cell (PeterRodemann& Hans-Oliver Rennekampff, 2011) . This research incorporates the behavioral characteristics of fibroblast in PSO algorithm to avoid the particles converging quickly.
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In this work, the functionality of PSO algorithm encompasses a new motility factor (σ) in the velocity and position for updating process. This motility factor acts as an external force for the movement of neighborhood particles for survival of fittest candidate in the swarm. It enables all the particles to actively participate for finding best multiple sub optimal solution located in a problem space. The entire search space gets explored, thus preventing the swarm from settling on a local optimum. Here, the inertia weight (ω) factor is set to change randomly at each step according to the following equation (1), where
Thus, the trajectory of a particle with inertia weight (ω) converges to a stable point, which is a weighted mean of P best (personal best) and G best (global best). It also correlates with acceleration factors c 1 and c 2 (φ 1 = φ 2 = 0.747) to guarantee the convergence and the value of inertia has been satisfied with the following relation given in equation (2):
Another important factor that guarantees the convergence of particles in an equilibrium state is the constriction co-efficient (K) (Ben Niu, Yunlong Zhu, Xiaoxian He & Henry Wu, 2007) which maintains a balance between exploration and exploitation of particle evolution and prevents the speed limit of velocity to move beyond the boundary level. Based on the analysis of population topology, it is clearly identified that many real world optimization problems have dynamic features which often encounter changing environment. Moving Peak Benchmark (MPB) function is used to measure the robustness of optimization algorithm in dynamic situation (Iman Rezazadeh, Mohammad Reza Meybodi & Ahmad Naebi, 2011) (Moser & Chiong, 2013) .
The comparative results of moving peak benchmark function, with Classical PSO and m-Cellular PSO algorithm, reveal that the proposed work yield better performance than the Classical PSO algorithm. In this research work, the design and development of proposed m-Cellular PSO algorithm is tested with two models, namely, I-best (Individual best) model and S-best (Social best) model. In the I-best model, the particle which interacts with their adjacent particles for displacement in the problem space. With the S-best model, a candidate which follows trajectory to migrate to a new location based on information gained from neighborhood particles in the entire population. 
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The population structure is a pictorial representation of reciprocal action of particles in the evolutionary space. It is used to investigate the co-operative nature of particles which are survival for fitness solution in the algorithm. The derived population topology from the experimental results reveals that there is a noted improvement in the collaborative behavior of particles in the motility factor based Cellular particle swarm optimization (m-CPSO) algorithm.
It is also inferred that the effect of algorithm depends on the interaction of particles in the entire population (James Kennedy & Rui Mendes, 2002) 
Literature Review
The chronology of PSO evolution and comprehensive PSO based methods surveyed by (Davoud Sedighizadeh & Ellips Masehian, 2009) 
Modified Algorithm -Particle Swarm Optimization Using Cellular Organism Behavior
The quick convergence of PSO algorithm cannot find multiple optimal solutions and get trapped in local optima. PSO could not exhibit equilibrium state between divergence and convergence of particles in the n-dimensional problem space. In this work, this intricacy is controlled by incorporating the motility behavior of fibroblast cellular organism (John Dallon & Jonathan Sherratt, 1998) to enhance the behavior of PSO. The motility factor (σ) acts as an energetic force that enables the swarm to proliferate around the entire problem space and the particles are accelerated towards the best candidate solutions which have better fitness values. The functionality of swarm has been progressed with migration factor (σ) which is applied in neighborhood particles that increases the degree of interaction among the population (Howard Stebbings, 2001 ). Henceforth, the introduced motility factor based Cellular Particle Swarm Optimization (m-CPSO) algorithm enhanced the moving speed of particles in association with the randomly generated collagen and the efficiency of m-CPSO algorithm to obtain optimal solution has been improved.
Algorithm: motility factor based Cellular Particle Swarm Optimization (m-CPSO)
Step 1: Initialize the particles of population size M i (i = 1, 2,…, n) with randomly generated position x i and velocity v i in the n-dimensional search space.
Step 2: Repeat Evaluate the objective function of every particles using standard benchmark function.
Step 3: Compare the fitness value of each particle F (M i ) with the value of individual best P best . If the current value of a particle F (M i ) is better than P best , then the value of M i is set to P best and then the position of a current particle x i is assigned to P i in the problem space.
Step 4: Identify the neighborhood best (G best ) particle in the population. If the current value of a particle F (M i ) is better than F (G best ), then the value of M i is set to G best . And the index value of a current particle x i is assigned to P g .
Step 5: Update the velocity and position of particle according to the following equation: I-best model:
where V ij (t) = velocity of j th particle in i th iteration at time t X ij (t) = position of j th particle in i th iteration at time t σ= motility factor R 1 , R 2 = random numbers lies between 0 and 1 P best = Personal (individual) particle best p G best = Neighborhood (social) particle best g x P , p g = Index value of current and neighborhood particle ( ) = 2 − ⁄ φ 1 ,φ 2 = acceleration factors K = Constriction coefficient
In the proposed m-Cellular PSO algorithm, the moving nature of fibroblast acts as motility factor in the velocity and position updating process. It gives an additional energetic force for the swarm to widely scatter around the problem space and the particles will slowly converge to give optimum solution. It can maintain the right balance of exploration and exploitation which is essential for the success of a given optimization task. This algorithm is designed with both Ibest (cognitive) and S-best (social) models. except for the selection of best particle. During 
Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed work is tested in two different applications such as prediction of cardiovascular disease in medical database available in the archive (http:/archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/heart-disease/processed.cleveland.data) and noise removal of sign language dataset generated in real time environment (Krishnaveni, Subashini & Dhivyaprabha, 2015) . The search process, implemented with most popular test functions, involves rotated ellipse2, schwefel and sphere. The mathematical equation of these benchmark functions are given below and executed with fitness evaluation of 1000 and 5000
iterations under various circumstances.
The proposed m-Cellular PSO algorithm is implemented to select the optimal threshold values to be used in Weighted Associative Classifier (WAC) algorithm. It is used to predict the diagnosis of heart disease in five different output classes [0-absence; 1-prerisk; 2-risk; 3-high risk; 4-critical]. Table 4.1 and Table 4 .2 present the outcome for standard performance metrics such as accuracy, specificity, false positive rate, sensitivity, false negative rate, precision, error rate, geometric mean and f-measure which are measured, and the analysis of the previous work (Dhivyaprabha & Subashini, 2017 ) and the proposed model are compared.
The results observed from Table 4 .1 and Table 4 .2 inferred that both I-best and S-best models yield better solutions for all above mentioned metrics. But, the metric false positive rate gives slightly worse result for S-best model in 1000 iterations. And, sensitivity and specificity rate of I-best model doesn't give improved result than traditional method. Indeed, the evaluation outcome of I-best model in 1000 iterations and S-best model in 5000 iterations give more optimal solutions. It reveals that the motility factor introduced in the proposed work enables adjacent and neighborhood particles to actively participate in the n-dimensional hyperspace. When the iteration gets increased, the swarm consistently scattered throughout the problem space and will eventually converge to the neighborhood best and then to the global best. Thus, the novel m-Cellular PSO algorithm improves swarm diversity and also it avoids the stagnation problem. The mean results shown in Table 4 .12 through Table 4 .14 illustrate that m-Cellular PSO algorithm yields better solution for most of the scenarios. But it suffers from poor results in a few
cases. An assessment of results exhibits that the solutions obtained by using schwefel function is significantly better than Classical PSO algorithm while the solutions given by rotated ellipse2
and sphere functions are comparable or slightly worse when it is analyzed using PSNR and MSE of I-best and S-best models. Analysis reveals that the optimization strategies, inspired by cellular organism, will be a helpful approach to solve highly complex real time problems.
Moving peak benchmark is a fitness function that changes over time. It is widely applied to Table 4 .11 given below. In this work, the fitness function named f(x) is used with the scenario 1 represented as
where h = height w = width p = position x = particle range of uncertainties such as fitness function is subject to approximation error, the design variables and environmental parameters modify after optimization and the quality of optimal solution may frequently alter in dynamic environment. In this scenario, the optimization algorithm needs to track optimum of the problem continuously over time. In this research work, it can be attained by m-Cellular PSO algorithm using knowledge about previous search space to advance the search process after optimal solution change. The performance of Classical PSO and m-Cellular PSO algorithms in a dynamic environment are measured by using the generation-best for plotting the development of the population as it evolves over time (Mosen & Chiong, 2013 ) (Yaochu Jin & Jurgen Branke, 2005) . From the experimental results shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , it is inferred that the moving peak benchmark function is capable of tracking the incessant shifting optimal solution over time. In the proposed work, whenever the environment change is detected, the particles are generated, and diversity is appreciably maintained throughout the execution for both 1000 and 5000 iterations with three benchmark functions. The results given in Table 4 .15 and Table 4 .16 reveal that the m-Cellular PSO algorithm will ultimately improve the quality of the results. Based on the analytical results, it concludes that this proposed work will be best suited to solve problems in dynamic environments. An analysis on the moving peak benchmark function results indicate that rotated ellipse2 with 5000 iteration gives significant results for both models among the others which is considered for analysis. 
